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Abstract

Phone transitions are not necessarily distinguishable owing
to coarticulation in continuous speech. On the other hand, syllable boundaries are more or less distinct, owing to syllable being
the fundamental unit of speech production and cognition [7, 8].
The acoustic energy between syllables is significantly lower [9]
than at the middle of a syllable.
Although the role of syllables in segmentation cannot be
contested [10], appropriate acoustic cues are required to detect
syllable boundaries. Syllable boundaries are characterised by
low energy1 . So, short-time energy (STE) can be used as a cue
to determine syllable boundaries but it cannot be applied directly owing to local fluctuations [11]. It is shown in [12] that
STE function, when smoothed by performing group delay processing, can be used to detect syllable boundaries. As group
delay segmentation is agnostic to the transcription, the boundaries can not be relied upon completely.
In earlier work [13], the authors used a semi-automatic labelling tool [14] based on group delay segmentation to obtain
segmentation at the syllable level. Then, with the manually corrected syllable boundaries, they restricted embedded reestimation [15] of monophones to the syllable level and obtained accurate segmentation at the phone level. In this study, a novel algorithm is proposed where the purely signal processing based approach of detecting syllable boundaries using group delay processing and the machine learning approach of forced alignment
are made to work in tandem to obtain accurate segmentation at
both phone and syllable level automatically.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2, describes in
brief, the group delay based segmentation of syllables. Section
3 presents the proposed segmentation algorithm. In Section 4,
the experiments and results are discussed. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

The most popular method for automatic segmentation is embedded reestimation of monophone HMMs after flat start initialization, followed by forced alignment. This method may
not yield accurate boundaries. To address this issue, group delay based processing of short-time energy (STE) is performed
on the speech signal to obtain syllable boundaries. The syllable boundaries are accurate, but there are a number of spurious
insertions as the text transcription is not used during segmentation. The boundaries obtained using group delay segmentation in the vicinity of the HMM syllable boundaries are used
as correct boundaries to reestimate the monophone HMM models, where the monophone HMMs are restricted to the syllable boundaries rather than the whole utterance. The reestimated
boundaries are again compared with the group delay boundaries
and corrected again. Essentially signal processing for detecting boundaries and statistical segmentation for acoustic modelling work in tandem to obtain accurate segmentation at both
phoneme and syllable levels. Considering phones and syllables
as basic units, HMM based speech synthesis systems (HTS) are
built with the proposed segmentation method. Listening tests
indicate that there is an improvement in the quality of synthesis.
Index Terms: HMM, flat start, embedded reestimation, forced
alignment, group delay, STE, syllable, HTS

1. Introduction
Segmentation of the speech corpus at syllable/phoneme level is
an important phase in many speech processing applications, including training of text-to-speech systems and automatic speech
recognition systems. Especially, text-to-speech systems require
very accurate and consistent segmentation [1, 2].
The commonly used approach for automatic segmentation
is a three stage process : (1) flat start initialization of phoneme
HMMs, (2) embedded training, (3) forced Viterbi alignment
[3]. This approach requires word, syllable or phoneme transcriptions. These transcription are mapped into phoneme sequences using grapheme to phoneme rules or a pronunciation
dictionary. A fundamental drawback of this approach is that
boundaries are not represented by this model [4] as HMMs do
not use proximity to boundary positions as a criterion for optimality during training [2]. Many methods have been proposed
to model phoneme boundaries. For example, support vector machine (SVM) classifiers are used to locate boundaries in [5], a
special one-state HMM is used for detecting phoneme boundaries in [4]. In [6], a multi layer perceptron is used to refine
phone boundaries.

Copyright © 2014 ISCA

2. Group delay based segmentation of
speech
Group delay based processing of short-time energy (STE) can
yield syllable boundaries [12, 16]. The algorithm for group delay segmentation [11] is given below :
• Compute STE function E[m] for the given speech utterance.
• Compute

1
E[m]γ

where γ = 0.012

• Construct the symmetric part of the sequence by lateral
1 There are exceptions to this rule but this is not crucial for the current
work as will be seen later
2 A small value of γ is chosen to reduce the dynamic range of STE
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Figure 1: Syllable boundaries given by HMM based segmentation (black solid lines) and GD based segmentation with WSF=10 (red
dashed lines) & WSF=30 (blue dotted lines)

inversion. The resulting sequence is positive and symmetric. So, it resembles the magnitude spectrum of an
arbitrary real signal. Let’s call this sequence E[K].

corresponding boundaries. Although with WSF as “10”, the
number of spurious boundaries is large (resolution is high), nevertheless the correct boundaries are not misplaced. Such a group
delay function is first obtained for every utterance.

• The IDFT of E[K] is computed. The resultant signal is
the root cepsrum [17] and the causal portion of the same
is a minimum phase signal [18]. Let’s call this causal
sequence ec [n].

3. Hybrid method
Some segments given by HMM based segmentation suffer from
gross durational errors, where the duration of one segment is
significantly larger than the other. Hidden semi-Markov models
(HSMM) [20] have explicit state duration probability distributions. All states of monophone HSMMs were initialized with
global mean and global variance, followed by embedded reestimation. When alignment is performed using HSMMs, it was
observed that although durational errors reduced significantly,
the boundaries obtained by forced alignment using HSMMs
were worse than those obtained with HMMs. So, with the segmentation given by HSMMs, HMM models are built and alignment is performed. This corrects durational errors in most of
the places and the location of boundaries are also not very inaccurate.
If the syllable does not end with a nasal, fricative or if it’s
not followed by a nasal, fricative, affricate or a semi-vowel; the
boundary of that syllable is moved to the nearby region of low
energy given by the group delay function with high resolution
explained in Section 2.
During embedded training [15], transcription is used to construct a composite HMM for each utterance by concatenating
phone HMMs. Embedded Baum-Welch re-estimation is performed and all monophone HMM models are updated simultaneously.
As segmentation at the syllable level is available, waveforms are spliced at the syllable level and embedded training
is performed on these syllables. Now, the composite HMMs
obtained will be syllable HMMs and not utterance HMMs. Embedded Baum-Welch re-estimation is restricted to the syllable
boundaries and monophone models are built [13]. These models are more robust as reestimation is performed on shorter segments of speech. Using the new monophone models, forced

• A single sided Hanning window is applied on ec [n] and
its minimum-phase group delay function Egd [K] is computed. The size of the window applied is
Nc =

Length of ST E
W indow scale f actor (W SF )

(1)

The resolution of the group delay function is controlled
by WSF.
• Peaks in the minimum phase group delay function
(Egd [K]) are detected and they are regions of low energy.
Extensive experimentation with group delay segmentation
shows that except for syllables starting or ending with a fricative, nasal; or starting with a semi-vowel, affricate, the boundaries are very accurate [11].
Figure 1 shows the syllable level segmentation of
the phrase “
” (makintararaajaˆnuTaiya taLapati3 ). The black solid lines in Figure
1 show the syllable boundaries given by flat start initialized
embedded training of monophone HMMs followed by forced
Viterbi alignment. The top panel shows the waveform and the
other two panels show two different group delay functions. The
difference between the two functions is the change in value of
the empirical parameter, WSF. The parameter can be chosen
such that it always introduces insertions. The function in the
middle pane is obtained with WSF as “10” and the dashed red
lines are the corresponding boundaries. The other function is
obtained with WSF as “30” and the dotted blue lines are the
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text written in ITRANS [19]
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Build HSMM monophone models using flat start training

HSMM-based forced alignment

Build HMM monophone models and perform forced alignment

Syllable boundary correction using group delay algorithm

Splice waveforms at the syllable level and perform embedded
training on the syllable waveforms to refine monophone models

HMM-based forced alignment

Figure 2: Phone level segmentation after alignment within syllables

Syllable boundary correction using group delay algorithm
to obtain the final syllable level segmentation

alignment is performed on the entire utterance. The boundaries
obtained using forced alignment are again compared with that
of the group delay boundaries and corrected as before. This
gives the final syllable level segmentation.
To obtain segmentation at the phone level, embedded
Baum-Welch re-estimation is performed at the syllable level
again to refine the monophone models. With these models
phone level alignment is performed on the syllable waveforms
[13]. By combining the phone level alignment of the syllables
constituting an utterance, phone segmentation corresponding to
the entire utterance is obtained as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, the top panel shows the waveform and the bottom panel
shows the spectrogram. The panel above the spectrogram shows
the group delay (GD) function. Syllable level alignment obtained using the proposed method is given below the waveform
and then, phone level segmentation obtained after forced alignment within the syllables is shown. Figure 3 shows the sequence
of steps involved in the proposed method.

Splice waveforms at the syllable level and perform embedded
training on syllable waveforms to refine monophone models

HMM-based forced alignment on syllable waveforms
to obtain phoneme boundaries within syllables

Combine phoneme level alignment within syllables
constituting an utterance to obtain phoneme level
segmentation for the entire utterance

Figure 3: Steps involved in the proposed hybrid method

4. Experiments and results

Viterbi alignment increased for all these utterances when the
hybrid method is used compared to flat start embedded training of HMMs. The average log probability per frame increased
from “-74.16” to “-73.17”.
Table 1 shows the average log probability per frame for different types of phonemes. Although, boundary corrections were
not performed for semi-vowels, fricatives and nasals, even their
log probability has increased significantly.

4.1. Experimental setup
730 utterances of Tamil data spoken by a single native female
speaker is used. 35 phonemes are used for Tamil. The syllabification rules for Tamil are explained in [21]. The phoneset4 used is given in [22]. For training HSMMs, mel cepstral
coefficients and log of the fundamental frequency are used as
features. All monophones are modelled as 5-state, 1-mixture
HSMMs. For training HMMs, MFCC’s are used and all monophones are modelled as 3-state, 2-mixture models. HTS-2.2
[23] and HTK-3.4.1 [15] are used. WSF is set as “10” in group
delay segmentation algorithm.

Method

Hybrid
HMM

Nasals
-72.22
-73.74

Average log probability per frame
Fricatives
SemiVowels
Stop
Vowels
Consonants
-79.23
-73.36
-70.77
-82.15
-81.72
-75.46
-70.99
-85.04

Overall
-73.17
-74.16

4.2. Segmentation accuracy
Table 1: Average log probability per frame

After obtaining phone level segmentation as explained in Section 3, monophone HMM models are built using it. Using these
models forced alignment is performed on all 730 utterances
in the database. The total acoustic likelihood during forced

Figure 4 shows the waveform in the top panel, followed
by syllable aligned transcription given by the proposed method,
HMMs, HSMMs and flat start training of HSMMs followed by
HMMs. The group delay function is shown below the transcrip-

4 The phone set used can be downloaded from the link :
“http://www.iitm.ac.in/donlab/ilsl12.pdf”
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Figure 4: Syllable level segmentation given by the proposed hybrid method compared to HMM,HSMM and HSMM followed by HMM

tion and the spectrogram is shown in the bottom panel. The
red dashed lines are boundaries given by group delay segmentation. The boundary of syllable “kint” is slightly misplaced
when flat start training of HSMMs followed by HMMs are
used. When boundary correction is performed in the proposed
method, group delay peak in the proximity is taken and the location of the boundary is rectified. The syllable “ta” marked
in the spectrogram is identified correctly only by the proposed
method (black solid line). Both, the statistical approach and
the group delay approach failed to find the boundary correctly.
Group delay based approach didn’t detect the boundary as the
succeeding syllable “ra” starts with a semi-vowel. But in the
proposed method, when the two approaches work in tandem,
phone models are built in a robust manner, which lead to the
correct alignment of the syllable.

PC test, the order in which the sentences are played creates a
bias. So, both “A-B” test and “B-A” test were performed with
different sets of sentences. In “A-B” test, synthesized sentences
of system “A” were played first and during “B-A” test, synthesized sentences of system “B” were played first. “A-B+B-A” in
Table 3 gives the order independent preference in percentage of
system “A”. It is calculated as
“A-B+B-A” =

HTS - Syllable
A-B B-A A-B+B-A
75
20
77.5

4.3. Text-to-speech systems

(2)

HTS - Phone
A-B B-A A-B+B-A
70
15
77.5

Table 3: Pair comparison tests

With the segmentation given by the hybrid method and the conventional HMM based method, HMM based speech synthesis
systems (HTS) [23] are built. Both, Phone based HTS and syllable based HTS [21] are built for Tamil. In syllable based HTS,
monosyllables, with only begin, middle and end context with
respect to the word are used. Subjective evaluations were performed on these TTS systems. First, semantically unpredictable
sentences (SUS) were synthesized and participants of the test
were made to transcribe them. Then, word error rate (WER)
was calculated. The hybrid approach results in a lower WER as
indicated in Table 2
System
HTS - Syllable (HMM Segmentation)
HTS - Syllable (Hybrid Segmentation)
HTS - Phone (HMM Segmentation)
HTS - Phone (Hybrid Segmentation)

(“A-B” + (100 − “B-A”))
2

A
live
synthesizer
is
available
“http://www.iitm.ac.in/donlab/segmentation/hts.php”.

at

5. Conclusions
Speech recognition and synthesis require accurate segmentation of data so that robust models can be built for the fundamental units. Although machine learning has been very successful for segmentation, there is a requirement of huge amount
of data. Even then, the segmentation obtained is not accurate.
Machine learning techniques are robust on the average, while
signal processing techniques are accurate on the particular. In
this paper, an attempt has been made to synergize the benefits
of knowledge-based domain specific signal processing and machine learning to obtain accurate segmentation.

WER
11.11%
7.07%
4.04%
1.01%
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Table 2: Word error rate

Pair comparison (PC) test [24] was also performed. For
this comparison, the HTS system built with the hybrid segmentation method is referred to as “A” and the HTS system built
with HMM based segmentation is referred to as “B”. During
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